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Abstract
Architectural heterogeneity is increasing: numerous products and studies have proven the benefits of combining cores and accelerators with varying ISAs into a single system. However, an underappreciated barrier to unlocking the full potential of heterogeneity is the need to specify and to reconcile differences in memory consistency models across layers of the hardware-software stack and among on-chip components.
This paper presents ArMOR, a framework for specifying, comparing, and translating between memory consistency models. ArMOR defines MOSTs, an architecture-independent and precise format for specifying the semantics of memory ordering requirements such as preserved program order or explicit fences. MOSTs allow any two consistency models to be directly and algorithmically compared, and they help avoid many of the pitfalls of traditional consistency model analysis. As a case study, we use ArMOR to automatically generate translation modules called shims that dynamically translate code compiled for one memory model to execute on hardware implementing a different model.

1. Introduction
Recent computing trends demonstrate a dramatic shift away from homogeneous multicores and towards increasing microarchitectural and architectural heterogeneity [18, 24, 48, 56, 63]. The GPGPU paradigm is one popular example, but the degree of heterogeneity used in practice has quickly moved beyond just GPUs. A current mobile system-on-chip (SoC) contains as many as five or six instruction sets among its CPUs, GPUs,DSPs, and accelerators [49]. This ISA diversity extends beyond the choice of opcodes; a modern SoC may likewise
contain as many as five or six hardware memory consistency models, and each hardware component may serve as a target for any number of software memory models.
Memory model heterogeneity presents a number of challenges: how to compile from a given software model onto a given hardware model, how to design memory model-aware intermediate representations (e.g., LLVM IR, NVIDIA PTX), how to dynamically migrate code from one ISA to another, and so on. Due to the complexity of even properly defining memory models such as those used by C/C++11, Java, ARM, or Power, and due to the incompatible manner in which memory models are often defined, any solution to one of the above problems (e.g., any particular compiler) can only be built in a reliably correct manner through the use of formal analysis [3, 12, 15, 34, 40, 41, 51]. Informal analyses are prone to being either overconstrained or simply incorrect.
We present ARchitecture-independent Memory Ordering Requirements (ArMOR), a framework for specifying, reasoning about, and translating between memory consistency models. ArMOR defines memory ordering requirements (MORs) (fences, dependencies, or any other ordering enforcement mechanisms) in a self-contained, complete, and precise format known as a memory ordering specification table (MOST). MOSTs resemble standard reordering tables which indicate, e.g., whether load→load, load→store, store→load, and store→store orderings need to be maintained. The key contribution of MOSTs is that they also directly encode subtle details such as store multiple-copy atomicity, fence cumulativity, and so on. This added precision makes MOST-based analysis less prone to the types of under- or overconstraints that can result from relying on less systematic techniques.
As a case study which demonstrates the precision and flexibility of ArMOR, we use MOSTs to automatically derive self-contained translation modules called shims which dynamically adapt code compiled for one memory model to execute on hardware implementing another, without recompilation or offline code analysis. Shims operate by dynamically injecting fences or other enforcement mechanisms as needed into a code stream. Other use cases could include removing redundant fences to optimize performance or using programmable shims as a means of allowing memory-accessing IP blocks to be built independently of the reordering properties of the underlying infrastructure (e.g., the network-on-chip). In the future, we envision shims being used in JIT compilers [32, 44], dynamic
Figure 1: When specification formats differ, it can be unclear whether ordering requirements of different architectures are equivalent. In this example, the tables match, leading even experts prone to the pitfall of assuming TSO PPO and Power lwsync are equal [56]. However, multiple-copy atomicity and cumulativity differ in subtle but important ways (as seen with iirw).

Table 1: Mapping C11 low-level atomics with different ordering specifications onto hardware. The software constructs map onto different architectures in different ways [53].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Memory <em>order</em></th>
<th>Memory <em>order</em></th>
<th>Memory <em>order</em></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>relaxed</td>
<td>release</td>
<td>seq_cst</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x86</td>
<td>mov</td>
<td>mov</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power</td>
<td>st</td>
<td>lwsync; st</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARMv7</td>
<td>st</td>
<td>lwsync; st</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARMv8</td>
<td>str</td>
<td>str</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Itanium</td>
<td>str.rel</td>
<td>str.rel; st</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) Traditional reordering tables for TSO PPO and Power lwsync. The two appear deceivingly similar.
(b) The iirw litmus test on x86-TSO and Power. The outcome is observable on Power but not x86-TSO, indicating that the orderings enforced by TSO PPO and by lwsync differ.
(c) MOSTs add enough precision that the differences become clear. See Section 3 for details.

Table 1 shows how three flavors of C11 atomic store orderings map onto different architectures in very different ways. The corresponding table for loads is even more diverse, enforcing orderings through the use of features such as explicit dummy dependencies. Such decisions are sometimes shielded from application programmers writing in high-level languages, but they represent very real complexity for library and compiler writers. Unfortunately, the current most reliable method for determining such mappings requires the construction of complicated formal models and dense mathematical correctness proofs which may take years to complete [12]. In the meantime, programmers are forced to rely on bug-prone intuitive analysis to select primitives.

Figure 1 highlights some of what makes consistency models complicated. Figure 1a depicts a commonly-used manner of describing the total store ordering (TSO) consistency model used by SPARC and x86. In particular, this figure depicts preserved program order (PPO)—the set of orderings always enforced by default on a given architecture. The table in Figure 1a specifies whether an access of one type (the row heading) may be reordered with a subsequent access of another type (the column heading). Under TSO, stores may be reordered with later loads, but all other orderings are required. This figure also shows how lwsync, a fence on the Power architecture, can be defined in a similar way for orderings between operations before and after the fence.

The rest of Figure 1 describes how ordering specifications which appear similar on the surface may nevertheless differ in very subtle ways that make intuitive reasoning difficult. For example, consider the problem of mapping x86-TSO code...
onto the Power architecture [52]. Memory accesses on Power are reordered liberally by default; orderings on Power are only enforced through inter-instruction dependencies or explicit fences. Given the commonly-used tables in Figure 1a, it may appear that insertion of $lwsync$ between every pair of accesses should be sufficient to restore all of the orderings required by TSO. However, this appearance is deceiving, as the two are in fact not equivalent.

The difference in strength between the default orderings of TSO and the orderings enforced by $lwsync$ can be demonstrated explicitly by a litmus test called $iriw$ (independent reads of independent writes), shown in Figure 1b. In particular, although TSO enforces orderings between the Core 0 store to $[x]$ and the Core 1 load of $[y]$ and between the Core 3 store to $[y]$ and the Core 2 load of $[x]$,$lwsync$ does not.

ArMOR avoids the pitfall of Figure 1a by improving the precision of the reordering tables themselves. We call these enhanced ordering tables MOSTs, or memory ordering specification tables. A partial example is shown in Figure 1c. Each cell in a MOST lists not just an ordering, but also the strength of the ordering (i.e., whether it is single-copy atomic, multiple-copy atomic, or neither). New rows and columns are introduced to directly address ordering enforced with respect to remote cores (as required by $iriw$ above). The details of these new features are elaborated in Section 3. The highlight, however, is that by comparing cell-to-cell, the MOSTs clearly show that TSO PPO enforces more orderings than $lwsync$.

The ArMOR approach has numerous potential uses moving forward. As one example, we would use ArMOR directly in compiler backends in an effort to solve compilation problems such as the above. However, we leave the analysis of software constructs as future work. In this paper, we instead focus on the related problem of translating directly from one hardware model to another through the use of a shim. This case study fits within the hardware heterogeneity focus of the current paper, and it complements recent cross-ISA migration studies which focused on microarchitectural differences and memory layouts rather than consistency models [20, 65].

### 3. Memory Ordering Specification Tables

Memory ordering specification tables (MOSTs) describe the reordering behavior of memory consistency models at a precise and detailed level sufficient to support algorithmic analysis and automated comparisons and translation. Just as with traditional reordering tables, each cell in a MOST specifies whether instructions of the type in the row heading must maintain their ordering with subsequent instructions of the type in the column heading. Traditional reordering tables are most often used to define *preserved program order*, the set of orderings which are enforced by default. In contrast, we use MOSTs to define not just preserved program order, but also fences or any other type of ordering enforcement mechanism.

As two running examples, we will derive the MOSTs for TSO preserved program order and for Power $lwsync$ step by step. Both were partially shown earlier in Figure 1c. The complete MOSTs will be given at the end of this section once all of the necessary notation and details have been presented.

#### 3.1. Store Atomicity

The first imprecision of traditional reordering tables is the fact that they do not address how orderings may have different strengths. In particular, stores may in general perform with respect to (i.e., become visible to) different cores in a system at different times. Single-copy atomic stores must become visible to all cores in the system at a single time [9]. Single-copy atomicity is uncommon, as it forbids even forwarding from a private local store buffer. Multiple-copy atomic stores must become visible to all cores besides the issuing core simultaneously. In other words, a multiple-copy atomic store cannot ever be visible to some but not all remote cores. TSO (used by SPARC and x86) falls into this category. Non-multiple-copy-atomic stores may become visible with respect to remote cores in any order and in any number of steps. Power and ARM fall into this category.

The effect of store atomicity (or a lack thereof) is commonly depicted by the write-to-read causality litmus test ($wrc$) of Figure 2. This test works as follows. If the core 1 load reads the value written by the core 0 store and then forwards it along to core 2, must core 2 also have seen the effect of the core 0 store? If the store from core 0 is multiple- or single-copy atomic, then core 2 must see the core 0 store before it sees the core 1 store. However, if the store from core 0 is not multiple-copy atomic, then the core 1 store may propagate to core 2 before the core 0 store does, *even though the core 0 store executed first*. This violates the intuitive notion of causality: even though the core 0 store *causes* the core 1 store value to exist, the core 0 store need not become visible to other cores before the core 1 store. Nevertheless, this execution remains a legal outcome on non-multiple-copy-atomic architectures.

To account for such strength differences in an architecture-independent manner, we introduce various strength levels into our MOST notation. Figure 3 summarizes the ordering strength levels used to describe MORs for architectures sur-
Figure 4: The addition of explicit strength levels allows MOSTs to distinguish cases that would appear identical using traditional reordering tables.

Figure 5: TSO litmus test n7 [45]. Although the first two instructions from core 0 access the same address, that store→load same-address ordering is not enforced from the point of view of other observers.

As an example of the benefit of these strength levels, Figure 4 shows partial MOSTs for the TSO and IBM 370/390/zSeries memory models. With traditional reordering tables, the architectures would appear equivalent. With the improved precision of MOSTs, the difference in store→store ordering strength is made explicit.

3.2. Per-Address Orderings

Accesses from the same thread to the same address generally must maintain the ordering specified by program order. This property is sometimes called coherence\(^2\). There are exceptions; SPARC RMO and old Power models relax load→load orderings to the same address, while the behavior is forbidden yet observable on some GPUs [4, 7, 62, 59]. To address this in MOSTs, we explicitly distinguish accesses to the same address (SA) from those to different addresses (DA).

The notion of ordering strength from the previous subsection is also relevant to per-address orderings. In particular, a store→load ordering may need to be enforced locally to ensure that each load returns the value written by the latest store to the same address. However, the same store→load ordering may not need to be enforced from the point of view of any remote observers. This is highlighted in Figure 5. In this example, the core 2 load of \([x]\) can occur after the core 0 load of \([x]\) but before the core 0 store to \([x]\) becomes visible to core 2. In other words, from the point of view of core 2, the core 0 store happens after the core 0 load of \([x]\). This highlights the need not just to specify that orderings must be enforced, but also to precisely specify their strength.

This amount of detail is enough to complete the MOST for TSO PPO, as shown in Figure 6a. In particular, store→store ordering has been marked as being multiple-copy atomic, and

\[^2\)Coherence protocols often use stronger definitions of coherence (e.g., single writer or multiple readers), while other consistency model papers may use weaker notions such as total orders only on stores to the same address.

3.3. Fence Cumulativity

As seen earlier, non-multiple-copy-atomic architectures are by default prone to counterintuitive behaviors such as the non-causal outcome of \(\text{wrc}\) (Figure 2). To enable fences to restore causality, architectures such as ARM and Power define fences to enforce ordering with respect to accesses in threads other than the thread issuing the fence [8, 28]. This property is known as fence cumulativity. Cumulativity is difficult to define precisely, as can be seen from the variety of definitions in use [5, 6, 8, 28, 42, 51]. Nevertheless, they all share the same intuition. Cumulative fences are defined to enforce ordering with respect to instructions in each of two groups: group A is the set of instructions ordered before the fence, and group B is the set of instructions ordered after the fence. The base case is that groups A and B are the sets of instructions prior to and subsequent to the fence in program order, respectively. \(A\)-cumulativity (AC) requires that instructions (from any thread) that have performed prior to an access in group A are also members of group A. \(B\)-cumulativity (BC) requires that instructions (from any thread) that perform after a load that returns the value of a store in group B are also themselves in group B.

Figure 7 demonstrates the cumulativity of the Power \(\text{sync}\) fence (iii). In the base case, group A consists of (ii) and group B consists of (iv). Then, if (ii) reads from (i), (i) happens before (ii), and so since the fence is A-cumulative, (i) is included

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
Core 0 & Core 1 & Core 2 \\
\hline
\text{st} [x], 1 & \text{ld} r1, [x] & \text{ld} r3, [y] \\
\text{ld} r2, [y] & \text{ld} r4, [y] & \text{ld} r5, [y] \\
\hline
\text{Outcome: } r1=r3=1, r2=r4=0: \text{Allowed} \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{table}
4. Comparing and Manipulating MOSTs

A key benefit of the MOST notation is that it allows for flexible, algorithmic comparison of MOSTs, even those originally coming from different models. This type of comparison forms a key component of compilers, mappers, or translators envisioning new architectures. To demonstrate the usefulness of this approach, the next sections describe how to algorithmically compare the strengths of different MOSTs. Then, Section 5 describes a more advanced case study in which MOSTs are used to dynamically translate orderings of one architecture onto primitives of a different architecture.

An extended technical report version of this paper includes a gallery of example MOSTs for different architectures [39].

4.2. MOST Comparison Operators

Once two MOSTs have been refined (if necessary) into the same layout of rows and columns, then a comparison of the two can be defined by comparing each pair of corresponding cells. The cell-by-cell comparison is defined by checking whether one strength level implies the other. For example, enforcement of single-copy atomic store → store ordering implies that multiple-copy atomic store → store ordering is also enforced, and hence that \( \forall S \geq \forall M \). We define the full complement of comparison operations (\( \ll, \ll \leq, \neq, \geq, > \)) analogously.

Note that in general, this ordering is partial, not total.

Two MOSTs may also be combined to produce a single MOST representing enforcement of both orderings. This can

![Figure 8: Incorporating cumulativity into MOST definitions](image)

![Figure 9: Using MOST partition refinement to compare TSO PPO and Power lwsync](image)
We define this operation as the \textit{join} operator \((\lor)\). A join operation is intuitively similar to a max operation, except that the result may not be equal to any one of the inputs, because comparison is not totally ordered. Instead, the join produces a new MOST which is at least as strong as (in terms of \(\geq\) above) each of the input MOSTs. The calculation of a join is also defined cell-by-cell; each cell in the result MOST must be an ordering strength which implies the strength levels in the corresponding cells of both input tables. In other words, if \(A \lor B = C\), then \(C\) must satisfy \(C \geq A\) and \(C \geq B\).

Lastly, subtraction \((\neg)\) produces a MOST which specifies the orderings which are enforced by the first MOST but not by the second. Conceptually, this corresponds to a scenario in which a certain set of orderings is required, but a particular MOR may only enforce some subset of those orderings; subtraction of these two MOSTs produces the set of required orderings that remain unenforced. Again, ArMOR calculates this in a cell-by-cell manner.

### 4.3. MOSTs Comparison Examples

As a relatively simple example, consider a comparison of the two MOSTs of Figure 8. By comparing each pair of corresponding cells in the table, it is clear that \texttt{lwsync} \(<\) \texttt{sync}: every cell in the \texttt{sync} MOST is at least as strong as the corresponding cell in the \texttt{lwsync} MOST, and some comparisons are strict. In this case, the \textit{join} \((\lor)\) of the two tables is equivalent to the \texttt{sync} MOST. On the other hand, consider the subtraction of TSO PPO (once properly refined) from Power \texttt{lwsync}. This result is shown in Figure 10. Not only does the subtraction operation show that \texttt{lwsync} clearly enforces fewer orderings than TSO requires, but it also shows exactly which orderings are unenforced.

A major benefit of the ArMOR approach is that the manipulations performed above are entirely algorithmic. In the next section, we will use these techniques to automatically derive the designs of consistency model translation modules called shims, given only the set of MOSTs used by the input and output memory consistency models.

### 5. ArMOR Case Study: Dynamic Inter-MCM Translation

Recent work has demonstrated the performance and/or power benefits of performing dynamic binary translation across ISAs and/or microarchitectures [20, 65]. However, this previous work focused on opcode-for-opcode translation and memory layout issues; it did not address memory consistency models. Inter-consistency model translation has only been studied for specific cases such as SC\(\rightarrow\)TSO 13b [21, 64]. In this section, we show how ArMOR fills this gap by deriving self-contained translation modules called shims which easily, automatically, and correctly translate between any pair of memory consistency models. Although translation results in some overhead, we envision this cost being outweighed by the benefits of migrating to faster or more power-efficient hardware.

#### 5.1. Motivating Example

Figure 11a shows the source code for the \texttt{mp} (message passing) \textit{litmus test}. For this test, the C11 memory ordering rules specify that if the consumer reads 1 from \(y\), then it must also return 1 from \(x\). In a traditional scenario, the compiler ensures that all of the C11 ordering rules within each thread are respected by the generated assembly code. This generally occurs by looking up the architecture-specific implementations of the software synchronization constructs in a pre-calculated table such as Table 1. On Power, the orderings are enforced by inserting \texttt{lwsync} fences, as shown in Figure 11b. On x86-TSO, as Figure 11c shows, no fences are needed.

Problems arise if one tries to perform naive binary translation of the x86 code to execute on the Power architecture. Opcode-for-opcode translation would produce the code in Figure 11d. Unfortunately, because the source x86 code lacks fences, the translated code also lacks fences, meaning that the extra enforcement required to prevent the bad outcome of the \texttt{mp} litmus test is missing. This demonstrates that if cross-ISA binary translation techniques do not account for the consistency model, the resulting code could produce illegal outcomes. The goal of this section is therefore to generate translator shims which automatically and dynamically determine where to insert MORs and which MORs to insert, \textit{without requiring offline analysis of the code}.

#### 5.2. Basic Operation

ArMOR translation takes place conceptually on a \textit{stream}: an ordered sequence of memory operations (loads, stores, or fences) passing through some particular point in a processor or IP core. The specific format of the stream operations depends on the location where the translation is conducted. Streams may carry macroops, microops, or whatever other form operations may take at the chosen location. A stream may also carry implicit (via preserved program order) or explicit (via fences) ordering requirements on its memory operations. We refer to incoming (newer) operations as \textit{upstream operations} and outgoing (older) operations as \textit{downstream operations}.

A \textit{shim} maps each incoming upstream operation into one or more downstream operations which are strong enough to enforce the memory ordering requirements of the upstream operation. To translate an explicit upstream MOR such as a

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(\text{PO+ SA Ld})</th>
<th>(\text{PO+ DA Ld})</th>
<th>(\text{BC Ld})</th>
<th>(\text{PO St})</th>
<th>(\text{BC St})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>\checkmark</td>
<td>\checkmark</td>
<td>\checkmark</td>
<td>\checkmark M(\lor)N</td>
<td>\checkmark M(\lor)N</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 10:** Subtracting Power \texttt{lwsync} (Figure 8) from (a properly refined) TSO PPO (Figure 9b). The shaded cell highlights the ordering that distinguishes the two cases in Figure 1b.
fence, the shim must emit zero or more downstream operations which combine to implement all of the ordering requirements specified by that fence. To handle implicit upstream ordering requirements, the shim must enforce any upstream PPO requirements that are not enforced by downstream PPO.

An overly-conservative (and hence low-performing) but correct baseline would be to insert the strongest possible fence between each pair of instructions. In most cases, this is sufficient to restore sequential consistency\(^1\), let alone the requirements of the source architecture. However, this approach is overkill, as many inserted fences would be redundant and unnecessary. Instead, shims insert MORs lazily—just before they are actually needed.

Conceptually, shims are finite state machines in which downstream MOR insertion takes place while traversing certain state transitions. Specifically, shims only enforce particular orderings if the relevant upstream operations have actually been observed since a relevant earlier fence. We refer to such orderings as pending. Each FSM state represents a particular set of pending ordering requirements, and it does so in the form of a pending ordering table. Pending ordering tables are in a sense the inverses of MOSTs; rather than specifying which orderings are required, they specify the orderings that have not (yet) been enforced. As described in Figure 12, we depict pending orderings of a given strength with the lowercase equivalent of the uppercase notation from Figure 3.

Given a state and an incoming upstream operation, the shim FSM generation algorithm calculates the MOR to emit (if any) based on the current state’s pending orderings and then moves to a new state reflecting a new set of pending orderings. Pending orderings within columns matching incoming accesses need to be enforced by inserting a sufficiently strong fence or other MOR. Other pending orderings can be delayed lazily.

Lazy insertion is not the only possible design approach.

---

\(^1\)This is not universally true; for example, Itanium unordered accesses cannot be made sequentially consistent [29].
Algorithm 1 Shim FSM Transition Function

Function: NextState(currentState, op):
  if isFence(op) then
    orderingsToEnforce = op ∨ assumedReqs
    newOrderings = 0 // Fences are not themselves in groups A or B
  else
    // Enforce pending orderings in relevant column(s)
    orderingsToEnforce = KeepColumn(currentState, op) ∨ assumedReqs
    // Mark relevant orderings in relevant row(s) pending
    newOrderings = KeepRow(upstreamPPO – downstreamPPO, op)
  end if

insertedFence = WeakestSufficientFence(orderingsToEnforce)
// propagated = pending and not enforced by inserted fence
propagatedOrderings = state – insertedFence
nextState = propagatedOrderings ∨ newOrderings
return (insertedFence, nextState)

KeepColumn(x, col)[i][j] = \{ j \neq col \}
KeepRow(x, row)[i][j] = \{ i \neq row \}

(a) Automatically-generated shim FSM
(b) Previous work [21, 64].

Figure 13: Shim FSM for SC upstream and TSO downstream. ArMOR shims also allow upstream MORs to act as inputs.

Microarchitectural Placement. ArMOR requires that a stream be sorted into a legal visibility order so that preserved program order needs can be detected. This means that when shims are implemented in hardware, their placement within the pipeline matters. Placing a shim too early in the pipeline may render it unable to track same/different address dependencies (Section 3.2). Placing it at a later location through which non-memory instructions do not pass may prevent it from being able to observe information such as inter-instruction dependencies. In such cases, these unobservable dependencies would have to conservatively be included into “assumedReqs” (Algorithm 1) along with cumulativity.

Our hardware evaluation (Section 6.2) places a shim into the issue stage of a pipeline, as all necessary information is observable at that point. Our software dynamic binary translation-based evaluation operates the stream of instructions in their original program order.

Atomic Instructions. Atomic instructions such as compare-and-swap can be easily added into our model. If atomics are considered a separate class of instruction from loads and stores, they would simply form new MOST rows and columns. Alternatively, if atomics are treated as a bundled load-store pair, Algorithm 1 could be modified to look up multiple rows and columns for such instructions, rather than just one. Either solution is viable as long as the ordering implications of such operations are correctly specified.

Downstream Non-Fence MORs. Downstream MORs need not be fences. It is possible, for example, to use lightweight MORs such as ARM/Power address dependencies as well. Doing so would require more than just fence insertion; it would also require rewriting instruction operands, but dynamic binary translators already do this regularly [36].

Stream Interruptions. Streams may be interrupted by events such as context switches and hence lose their state. A conservative solution is to simply enforce a full fence instruction and then return to the start state. A more aggressive solution would be to jump to a state which marks all orderings not enforced by the downstream PPO as pending. In either solution, ArMOR’s fundamental operation remains the same.

Dynamically Changing Partition Subsets. Algorithm 1 as shown assumes that the categorization of a given instruction into a particular row and column is based only on static properties of that instruction. However, this may not always be true. AMD GPUs contain a fence s_waitcnt < n which only enforces ordering with respect to accesses other than the most recent n. If the classification of a memory access can change, the state transition function must be modified to account for such changes. In practice, few MORs are defined this way,
and so a cheaper option is to overapproximate the state and avoid the need for such dynamic reclassification altogether.

**Speculation.** ArMOR does not inhibit the use of speculative ordering enforcement techniques [21, 23], as long as these techniques maintain the architecturally-required behaviors.

### 6. Evaluation Methodology

In this section, we describe our evaluation of the ArMOR shims. We first provide a characterization of the breadth of ArMOR by generating shims for a number of upstream and downstream models. We then evaluate the performance of a subset of these models. We break our performance evaluation into two parts. We first implement ArMOR shims as software Pintools [36]. With near-native speeds, this approach allows for rapid exploration of various design possibilities. We then evaluate ArMOR in hardware by inserting shims into the gem5 O3 simulator pipeline.

#### 6.1. Pintool-based Exploration

Software-based dynamic binary translation can be used by MOR designers to explore the performance impact of different hardware ordering requirements, fence implementations, or translation approaches prior to their being hardened into a processor. We use this approach to quantify the performance impact of statefulness in shims, and we explore some additional performance-oriented optimizations. We use Intel Pin [36] to implement our software shims. Because Pin executes on the x86 architecture and therefore has TSO as the downstream model, we use SC as the upstream model.

We evaluate three shim configurations. The first is the naive stateless case which always inserts a LOCKed instruction or mfence between each pair of memory instructions. The second is the stateful shim shown in Figure 13a. Third, the ISA-assisted scenario approximates the benefits of augmenting an ISA to track software- or compiler-provided information about accesses that do not need to enforce consistency. An increasing body of work has proven the benefits of providing hardware support for finer-grained specification of memory consistency behavior [19, 57]. Because we are constrained by Pin’s need to execute on real hardware (which has no such ISA support), we instead present approximations which closely model the performance benefits of enabling such modifications.

The ISA-assisted scenario considers two ways in which the ISA can be augmented. First, certain accesses might be marked thread-private and hence not subject to reordering rules. Even relatively straightforward compiler analysis is able to classify as many as 81% of memory accesses [57] as private. We approximate this by inferring thread-privacy for all accesses to the stack. While this is not safe in general, our analysis reveals that it is safe for our benchmark suite. This approximation classifies 75% of accesses as thread-private, very close to the percentage found by the previous work.

Second, we model the benefits of a compiler annotating memory accesses as being data-race-free, and thus not subject to any reordering constraints [2, 15]. For our pre-C/C++11 benchmark suite, all synchronization accesses occurred through libraries such as libpthread or inline assembly, with the remainder of the program accesses remaining data-race-free. Because library behavior may not be precisely known at compilation time, we chose to conservatively assume that all library code was annotated as potentially subject to races (and hence in need of shimming).

We run Pintool experiments on the real system from Table 2. We use benchmarks from PARSEC [13] with the native input set and four threads. We take three measurements for each scenario: the non-Pintool native runtime of the benchmark (“native”), the runtime of the benchmark with analysis enabled but fence insertion itself disabled (“instrumentation”), and the runtime with fence insertion enabled (“shim”). This allows us to roughly separate the overhead of the shim from the overheads of Pin itself. We use LOCK-prefix add instructions as the primary downstream MOR; these are equivalent to mfence in strength but 28% faster in our experiments.

#### 6.2. Hardware Simulation Methodology

While Pin offers opportunities for early exploration, hardware support can further accelerate translation. We use the gem5 simulator to implement a hardware shim within the issue queue of the gem5 O3 pipeline [14]. In the issue queue, the shim has enough information to properly track both instruction dependencies and preserved program order. As Figure 14 summarizes, the gem5 O3 pipeline is multiple-copy-atomic and always enforces load→store ordering, while load→load and/or store→store ordering enforcement (of strength $\downarrow$) are optional. We adjust these options to implement a variety of downstream preserved program order settings.

At the gem5 O3 issue queue, regardless of the architecturally-defined fences, three downstream fences are available microarchitecturally: a load fence, a store fence, and a full fence. The MOSTs for these fences are also summarized in Figure 14. The fences are implemented microarchitecturally by treating an associated memory access as non-speculative. This requires that before the access executes, it must be at the head of the reorder buffer and the store buffer must be empty. The associated operation is also treated as a load and/or store.

---

4There are cases in which worker threads access objects allocated by the main thread, but these are synchronized via pthreads.
barrier to prevent subsequent memory microops of the relevant type(s) from executing until it has itself completed.

Table 2 gives specifications for our simulated system. Because the generated FSMs are small, we assume they can be updated in parallel with other pipeline operations with no incurred latency. We use PARSEC [13] benchmarks with the simsmall input set and 4 threads. We execute these benchmarks on four downstreams: TSO, PSO, PLO (partial load order, named by analogy to SPARC PSO), and LSO (load ordering enforced). We compare the performance for each case, including both stateless and stateful shims.

7. Performance Results

7.1. Shim FSM Generation

To demonstrate the full breadth of applicability of ArMOR, we automatically generate shim FSMs for various combinations of the upstream and downstream consistency models. A summary is shown in Table 3; the shaded subset highlights the scenarios evaluated in the next two sections. We also optimize away transient and redundant states, as in Figure 15, to reduce the implementation cost. These results show that shim FSMs are generally very small, and hence that they can be implemented in practice with little area cost.

Adding state does not help in every situation. Notably, Figure 16 shows that the FSM generated for TSO upstream and ARM/Power downstream minimizes to a trivial machine which always inserts sync. While it may seem to be overkill to insert a sync before each memory access, Figure 1b highlighted that anything weaker would permit behaviors such as iri w to become illegally observable. In fact, every multiple-copy-atomic upstream paired with a downstream allowing non-multiple-copy-atomic stores produces a FSM which is just as inefficient. This is not a shortcoming of ArMOR, but rather a fundamental difference in the behavior of stores on each architecture. We return to this observation in Section 7.4.

Lastly, we note that we attempted to translate to GPUs as well, but we were limited both by the incompleteness of current specifications as well as, more fundamentally, a lack of both multiple-copy atomicty and cumulative fences [4]. With neither feature, GPUs simply have no means by which to enforce implicit (e.g., on TSO) or explicit (e.g., Power sync or ARM dmb) cumulativity requirements, and hence they are unable to serve as downstream targets for translation.
7.2. DBT-Based Exploration

Figure 17 shows the performance of the three Pintool shim configurations of Section 6.1. We normalize to the runtime of each benchmark when it is compiled for x86-TSO and executed natively on x86-TSO hardware; this conservatively attributes the inherent overhead of SC vs. TSO to ArMOR as well. The stateless shim has a geomean overall performance cost of 9.33×. The stateful configuration improves this to 3.05×. Finally, making use of the ISA augmentations discussed in Section 6.1 reduces the total overhead to just 1.33×.

The instrumentation overhead was approximately the same for each Pintool—1.31× on average. This shows that the ArMOR shims themselves do not introduce significant overhead beyond the overhead of instrumentation itself—175% in the case of our conservative stateful configuration, but only 3% in the more aggressive ISA-assisted case. These numbers demonstrate that ArMOR translation can take place with low or, under the right conditions, even negligible overhead in practice beyond what is already needed to perform dynamic binary translation. They also demonstrate the value of using software-based DBT as a tool for exploring the design space of and profiling the use of synchronization in practice.

7.3. Performance of Hardware Implementation

Figures 18 and 19 show the overheads of running x86-TSO and x86-SC software, respectively, on cores with weaker hardware memory models. Stateful shims are shown with striped bars; however, the stateful FSMs for SC-on-PLO and SC-on-LSO are equivalent to the stateless cases, and so we draw only one bar for these. We normalize to x86-TSO hardware, just as we do for the Pintool results.

7.4. Takeaways

Our explorations both via Pintools and via simulation of hardware-supported shims have led to several major takeaways. First, architectures should provide a way to optionally make stores multiple-copy atomic. A multiple-copy atomic variant of Power, labeled “PwrA” in Table 3, does allow for more efficient FSMs. If the user is sure that no iriw-like behavior will occur, then multiple-copy atomicity can be disabled to improve performance; otherwise, it can be enabled to ensure safety. Notably, ARMv8 has taken this approach with new load-acquire and store-release opcodes [8]. ArMOR provides a rigorous methodology for performing this analysis.

Our second observation is that the more downstream MORs (i.e., fence variations) are available, the more intelligent the translation can be. The difference between “RMO” and “RMO+” in Table 3 is that the former implements only the three fences shown in Figure 14, while the latter implements sixteen possibilities, with one choice each for load→load, load→store, store→load, and store→store. Having finer-grained downstream fences allows for smarter fence choices and higher-performance implementations.

Third, ISAs and intermediate representations should maintain consistency metadata even if it is redundant with respect to preserved program order. In particular, ISAs with strong models carry little information about consistency, as it is mostly redundant. However, this makes translation much more difficult, as the overly-constrained preserved program orderings of a strong model like TSO are themselves costly and mostly unnecessary. Keeping consistency information in the ISA would provide numerous benefits (shown in Section 7.2 and previ-
ous work) at the cost of modest code size increase. In such a scenario, ArMOR can be used to remove upstream fences that become redundant under a stronger downstream model.

Finally, we note that non-multiple-copy-atomic architectures cannot ignore cumulativity. If they do, then there simply is no way to implement communication across more than two cores safely. While current hardware (e.g., GPUs) simply limits the amount of inter-thread communication that can take place, the increasingly heterogeneous hardware of the future will demand the ability to perform such many-threaded concurrent tasks. Fortunately, ArMOR provides a way to evaluate those needs early in the design process.

8. Related work

Memory Consistency Models. Adve and Gharachorloo provide a comprehensive survey [1] of early attempts to define various consistency models. Since then, there has been a progression [9, 55] in formalizing the definitions of memory models. Modern formalizations generally fall into two provably equivalent categories. Operational models [45, 51] define valid executions as those which are observable on a formally-defined abstract machine model. Axiomatic models [3, 40] define valid executions as those which satisfy the chosen set of memory ordering axioms. PipeCheck [38] extended memory model analysis to the microarchitecture space. Most of these models “hard-code” fence behavior into the model in some way, by defining fences in terms of barrier propagation and acknowledgment [51], store buffers [45], or other architecture-specific features. To the best of our knowledge, no existing model specifies fence types and ordering specifications in a way that is sufficiently general and architecture-independent that inter-architecture conversion can be safely performed dynamically in the way ArMOR does.

Software also plays a major role in consistency [15, 19, 41, 60]. There have been numerous academic proposals for software-level consistency models for heterogeneous systems [22, 31, 37, 50]. In this paper, we focus mostly on binary translation, although we do make use of software model concepts such as data race freedom [2].

Recent work has also explored the application of consistency models to non-volatile storage [47]. We see ArMOR as applicable to memory persistency model analysis as well.

Fence Insertion and/or Elimination. The work of Alglave et al. [6] has a goal similar to ours in that it studies how to restore the behavior of one architecture by inserting fences on a weaker architecture. Their definition of cumulativity is subtly different than the definition given in the Power architectural specification [28], and their proof-based method does not readily adapt to a modified definition. More critically, their solution is declarative: it specifies only a static correctness condition rather than a constructive dynamic translation method. Furthermore, their correctness condition depends partially on inserting fences between loads and their source stores. ArMOR makes no such assumption about identifying a load’s source store, as such information is often simply unavailable.

Since the work of Shasha and Snir [54], researchers have considered topics such as verifying the insertion of fences to implement a stronger consistency model [17, 33] and/or the elimination of redundant fences [64]. Others focus on automatically determining where to insert fences [3, 27], and also on incorporating such methods into a compiler [35, 61].

Cross-ISA Translation. Devuyst et al. [20] study heterogeneous-ISA code migration. They focus on laying out data in an architecture-independent manner, and they use compiler support and bursts of dynamic binary translation to smooth the migration process. They assume, however, that the source and target ISAs have identical consistency models; they do not address translation of memory ordering requirements.

Various case studies have studied translation in more specific contexts, including Baraz et al. [11] for x86 code on Itanium processors, Higham and Jackson [26] for SPARC to and from Itanium, and Gschwind et al. [25] from the “firm” model (similar to TSO) onto Power. Industry white papers [16] have also discussed this topic. None of these techniques, however, easily generalize to other architectures as ArMOR does.

9. Conclusion

ArMOR demonstrates the practicality of automating analysis and dynamic translation of memory consistency models. We foresee ArMOR’s MOST notation being useful across a broad range of compilation and translation tasks including static compilation, JIT compilation, dynamic binary translation, and more. ArMOR highlights the pros and cons of different choices of fences and MORs, and we use ArMOR to provide insights that can assist in exploring memory system design tradeoffs in future heterogeneous systems.
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